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 Abstract 
Tactics Games are a subgenre of Strategy Games usually hinged around the 

fact of strategizing only around resources that are already available at the 

start of a stage/level. Turn-Based Tactics (TBT) Games, as opposed to Real-

Time Tactics Games are a subgenre of Tactics Games that usually revolve 

around the characters moving and acting in turns based on each character’s 

attributes. Such games, as their events happen on turns and rounds, tend 

to make their actions happen based on probabilities that increase or de-

crease based on the opposing sides’ characters’ attributes and equipment. 

However, some games of this genre ditch this concept of stochasticity in 

their action spaces and make their action economies more, or completely 

deterministic, making the game play more like chess. This paper explores 

player enthusiasm and attention on game dynamics based on how deter-

ministic their mechanics are. As such, one level/stage of similar difficulty in   

3 games of this genre which are of comparable gameplay (so that their sto-

chasticity is their prime difference) are arranged to be played by a crowd of 

various gaming preferences. The stochasticity in these games range from 

almost completely chance based, where character actions always have cer-

tain probabilities of happening successfully based on their and their oppo-

nents’ attributes and equipment; versus the players having some chance of 

making these chance based encounters more deterministic based on certain 

factors such as relative unit positioning or unit type advantages over other 

units; versus all actions in game happening completely deterministically, 

where certain cool-down mechanics, unit type advantages and relative unit 

positioning just increases potential damage outputs, allowing to speed up 

or hamper the standard chess-like flow of the game.  
Keywords  Game Design, Mechanics Design, Software Engineering, Human 

Computer Interaction 
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1 Introduction 
 

This project is an exploration on the subject of player enthusiasm and at-

tention retention on a turn-based tactics game based on how the game’s 

action economy is executed on the basis of its stochasticity. As with most 

things that manage to define a subject shortly however, this sentence comes 

with genre-specific lingo, so before proceeding, this lingo needs to be un-

ravelled. 

Turn-based tactics (TBT) is usually considered a subgenre of the strategy 

games that often concentrates on strategizing in micro-level operations 

(such as battlefields and small unit detachments, or sometimes even indi-

vidual units) compared to most other strategy games (which tend to con-

centrate on things such as company or nation-wide management, therefore 

being less personal and more organisational, in a way), hence the way they 

are separated as tactics and strategy [1] [2].  

As these games are turn-based, every unit controllable by you or the 

computer (or opponent in any form) gets to do a limited number of actions, 

typically limited to a combination of certain breadth of movement and an 

aggressive action such as an attack. This concept appears in other games 

with turn-based elements as well, such as many Tabletop Role Playing 

Games (TTRPG, like Dungeons and Dragons [3]). This capability for doing a 

countable number of things per turn for a unit, character or more often an 

entire side of a conflict between opposing aims is quite popularly referred to 

as “Action Economy” [4] [5], which seems to have appeared in the last dec-

ade as a buzzword in the TTRPG communities to help balance combat en-

counters by the grace of number of actions per round (which is when every-

one in an encounter takes a turn, and the turn order revolves back to its 

start) owned per side of conflict.  

One thing worth keeping in mind is, this popular understanding of the 

concept suggests that the number of actions is usually more significant than 

the individual strength of those actions. While the validity of this argument 

is probably worth discussing, this isn’t quite the right place for it, so for all 

intents and purposes, it will be accepted as is in this paper. 

With this in mind, to be able to question how a change in the action 

economy of a game of this genre would result in changes in players’ recep-

tion of the game, I first have to narrow down the kind of game I wish to spe-

cialise this research for, as even inside the constraints of TBT games, there 

exists a wide variety of games that manage to have quite different play styles 

(such as Advance Wars [6] vs. Fire Emblem [7] vs. Pillars of Eternity [8]), 

which make their comparison harder to regulate. 

As such, I will be conducting this exploration under the constraints of 

Turn Based Tactics (TBT) games that follow the general design blueprint of 

Fire Emblem Games, which is a subgenre within the subgenre of TBT games 
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that I am more experienced in compared to many other subgenres, meaning 

I can gather games of similar make in greater confidence.  

Familiarity aside, another reason behind this decision lies on the way 

TBT games generally tend to operate, which makes them a more controlled 

experimental medium compared to many other genres because of the ease 

of quantisation of its turn-based gameplay. 

Take the example of a Real Time Shooter game of any subgenre for ex-

ample: Searching for a target, roaming, seeking an engaging or routing tar-

get, or engaging a target are all different states the game can take, but are 

also very mercurial and interconnected in the way any single one of these 

states can happen at the same time or in very close succession, which makes 

the understanding of the individual effects caused by any one state hard to 

track.  

A TBT game on the other hand, could have example states such as navi-

gation, enemy attack, player attack preparation, player attack or perhaps 

even environmental interaction. However, not only are these different 

states usually separated by turns and actions of characters in turns, they can 

sometimes altogether have different UI interfaces or screens assigned to 

them, so one state’s situation is less likely to have an overwhelming effect 

on the others’, in a lot of cases. 

With the long explanation out of the way, in the case of this exploration 

our main point of interest is the effect of stochasticity in the action econo-

mies of TBT games. Behind the perhaps somewhat confusing sounding in-

tent, what this really refers to is a scrutiny of how the randomness of the 

success rates of being able achieve a task as expected (in a game where each 

such action to attempt any such task is quite significant due to how few ac-

tions a turn any character has) affects people’s reactions to such games in 

terms of their attention retention while playing and their willingness to 

come back to the game later when they stop playing. 
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 1.1 Motivation 
 

I was inspired upon this subject by a friend of mine back in 2020, when 

we were playing Divinity Original Sin 2, a top down RT-RPG (Real-time 

Role Playing Game) with TBT styled combat. My friend was building their 

character in what could be called a sharpshooter archetype, which they in 

turn called a “crit build”, referring to how the build was centred on dealing a 

lot of damage per attack using their high base damage and critical hit 

chance (which is a secondary status probability that comes with their attack 

action to double their normal damage for that attack), and hence defeating 

multiple enemies per their turn using yet another ability to get more actions 

a turn by successfully defeating an enemy. 

 In this case, perhaps due to how much hinges on a single successful and 

critical shot, not being able to hit critically would be annoying  for this 

friend, and not being able to hit at all, enraging in many situations. In fact, 

knowing we would probably fail otherwise, we would often save the game 

before an important shot, and reload to said saved game state if the shot 

failed to land. Indeed, hearing my friend wail over how frustrating it is that 

a “90% hit and 50% crit cannot miss this often, this is not fair!” was quite 

curious for me.  

And so I pondered if this look on the situation is commonplace among 

other players, and sought to generalise the question in a testable manner, 

which eventually lead to this paper. 

Besides this obviously very personal motivation, I do believe a research 

of this nature is bound to be helpful for game developers in this admittedly 

relatively niche genre, as it aims to get active feedback from players on not 

just one, but multiple different varieties of the same main gameplay loop. 

Indubitably, the reaction will be different based on the different players’ 

backgrounds and preferences, but that just creates opportunity to see how 

wide the range of reactions and preferences would be in a situation of this 

sort, and give it chance to be corrected or be reinforced by potential future 

research in the field. 
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2 Literature review 
This subject seems to be mostly unexplored territory. While Literature 

review shows some familiar territory on some past papers. A quick look at 

Appendix A will show that the connections tend to be more surface level 

than anything. The overview of said review follows. 

 2.1 Role of Randomness in Games 
Literature review suggests that the role of randomness in games can 

vary. According to Stern [9], randomness is mainly used either as a "crutch" 

to introduce the much-desired balance between tension, player responsibil-

ity and complexity, or directly and deliberately as tools upon which actual 

game mechanics can be constructed. Stern gives the example of dodge 

chance as a stochastic mechanic that can be used to implement a "blind-

ness" debuff, which simply gives a high dodge chance to enemies when a 

player attacks them whilst blinded. Randomness can also be used as a 

mechanism to increase the replayability factor of a game, either through 

stochastic reward mechanisms, such as in the case of slot-machines as dis-

cussed in Meyer's [10] and Harrigan's [11] work, or through the generation 

of different game content every time a game is played. Randomness also 

induces players to adopt appropriate strategies and modes of thinking when 

assessing the associated risks and navigating through the game as discussed 

in Paparistodemou, [12]  Nilsson, [13] and Putkonen [14]. 

 2.2 Overview of Research 
The works of Jeon [15], Andrade [16], Tijs [17], Meyer [10], Harrigan 

[11], Paparistodemou [12], and Nilsson [13] are somewhat related, albeit 

they are tangential in essence to our work. Jeon studies a numerical model 

to balance combat elements in RPGs, Andrade considers game balancing in 

a dynamic context and the evaulation of user satisfaction, and Tijs considers 

the same subject in an affect recognition framework. Meyer's work is an 

experimental study on the effect of stochasticity in Poker and how much 

influence randomness has in player performance, and Harrigan focuses on 

the stochastic characteristics of slot machine-type games that increase re-

playability. Paparistodemou explores experimentally how fairness and ran-

domness in games are related, and how the mode of thinking of players 

switch from deterministic to stochastic based on the arrangement of the 

experimental setup. Nilsson conducts a similar experiment to that of Pa-

paristodemou's in exploring how players react to stochasticity and how sto-

chasticity affects player strategies.  

We also take the theoretical works of Kučera [18], Chatterjee [19], Hen-

zinger [20], Kavanagh [21], Pagalyte [22], and Huang [23] into considera-

tion, though we note that these works take theoretical approaches to the 

analysis and determination of stochasticity in games. Kučera’s work pro-
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vides "a taxonomy of winning objectives in stochastic turn-based games" 

and further explore the properties of these winning objectives. Chatterjee 

and Henzinger focus on the analysis and solutions of concurrent parity 

games. Kavanagh explores how turn-based games can be balanced via prob-

abilistic model checking strategies. Pagalyte takes a different approach and 

considers turn-based combat in a dynamic difficulty adjustment settings 

from a reinforcement learning perspective. Huang tackles the problem in 

reinforcement learning where the rewards might be sparse, i.e. getting re-

wards require substantial exploration. 

 2.3 Imported Research on the Subject and their Results 
There are valuable insights to be gained from the previous works of Stern 

[9], Kaulfield [24], Mäkelä [25], and Putkonen [14], and hence can be used 

as pivotal references with regards to our work. While we are mainly focused 

on the determinism and stochasticity in action economy-based combat sys-

tems in turn-based tactics games, these works explore similar topics to our 

subject matter (albeit with differing methodologies and distinct approach-

es) and hence we briefly discuss their contents, toy examples, experiments 

(if available), and conclusions. 

Kaulfield focuses on a set of games with varied factors of randomness 

embedded inherent in their rules and constraints, and stochasticity as an 

unintended consequence of deterministic rules, and discusses common de-

sign strategies and accompanying constraints of the aforementioned ran-

domness induced by the mechanics of the game. The discussion in [] is a 

general discussion of stochasticity in turn-based games, and concludes that 

there exists no "right [...] balance of randomness and player choice" when it 

comes to introducing stochastic mechanics, while emphasizing the fact that 

randomness vs. player choice is a determinant in player strategy. 

Stern takes on a similar approach to Kaulfield; however, focuses more on 

player responsibility, tension, and complexity in decision making. Stern 

mainly provides a toy example through which a contrast between wholly 

deterministic combat and varied-degrees of stochasticity is highlighted, and 

discusses how stochastic elements can be used to actually implement cer-

tain game mechanics such as "status effects" and "debuffs" in turn-based 

combat games. Stern also particularly explores the tension caused by the 

presence of stochastic elements and how stochastic mechanisms affect the 

transfer of responsibility of failures from the player to the randomness of 

the game mechanics in the toy experiment. After a brief discussion on the 

possible complexities random elements may introduce to a turn-based 

game, Stern concludes that stochasticity has the potential to add nuance to 

games solely by design; however, the delivery of such mechanics need to be 

deliberate to be constructive and enjoyable in the eyes of the flavour. 

Mäkelä and Schmidt also reach a similar conclusion to that of Kaulfield's 

when it comes to the existence of "superior" preferences in combat-system 
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design where the design space consists of real-time combat, real-time com-

bat with pause, active time battle, time-based turns, and turn-based com-

bat. The analysis of Mäkelä and Schmidt includes the extraction and classi-

fication of sentiments towards preferences comprised of the elements in the 

design-space from a collection of forum posts. The preferences are accom-

panied by a compilation of strengths, weaknesses, and a list of positively 

perceived series attached to each combat-style. The authors conclude from 

their analysis that "while most players do have a preference for one type of 

combat, they are still largely open to other styles of combat", and as their 

title suggests, players " [...] don't care as long as it's good". 

In contrast to analysis-based works of Stern, Kaulfield, and Mäkelä; 

Putkonen takes a different in examining player choice and attitudes under 

the risk engendered by the stochasticity of mechanics in tactical turn-based 

games by directly modelling player behaviour based on actual data through 

probabilistic expected utility theory and cumulative prospect theory. Putko-

nen constructs three experiments to validate the quality of parameter re-

covery possible with these models and the inference of risk attitudes of 

players, and concludes that probabilistic utility theory is more suitable to 

model the raw data gathered from actual games, and that on average the 

players from which the data was gathered are risk averse. 
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3 Method 
 

The methodology of this research is limited by time and manpower: In a 

perfect world, the first step of the experiment that leads into the research 

would be building a single game that can switch between a stochastic and a 

deterministic gameplay style, while keeping its core loops and map and unit 

design essentially the same. Unfortunately, this means the game must be 

made from scratch, and then be tested on a separate control group to test its 

stability and game balance, which, due to the logistical and time related is-

sues, is not available. 

Hence, the methodology is divided into 3 simple steps, in which the first 

one is replaced by a less controlled, but ultimately easier to supply and 

oversee alternative. The steps go as follows: 

Step 1: Create uniform base of experience on the genre using 3 game 

stages of different games with similar gameplay loops, but different stochas-

ticity implementations. As mentioned in the introduction, for the purposes 

of this experiment, the 3 games in question are to fit into a “Fire Emblem-

like” gameplay. 

Step 2: Get the Test Group to play these 3 stages in succession, and then 

survey them on their opinions on how the randomness in these 3 games 

resonated with them. Because the testers have to go through 3 different 

games with (even if similar) different mechanics, and have to play through a 

special terminal setup for them (as the stages are of save states of different 

premium games, and the testers cannot be requested to buy potentially le-

gally unavailable games), the questionnaire cannot be fully automated, and 

as such it is a better idea to gather as much qualitative information as pos-

sible, considering how slow it will be to get through regardless. The con-

tents of the questionnaire can be seen in Appendix B under Table 6. 

Step 3: Based on questionnaire results, find common spots in partici-

pants’ preferences, and taxonomise them into clarity. Because the results of 

the questionnaire will be highly descriptive, and likely of very few numbers, 

a fittingly qualitative analysis method will have to be used to make it make 

sense. More information on how starts on the next section: Results. 

 3.1 Discussion of TBT Games that Fit into the “Fire Emblem Blueprint” 
Almost all Fire Emblem games are characterised by a few repeating 

characteristics. [26] 

 The games take place on a square grid map, with allied units un-

der player control, and enemy units under AI control.  

 The units move on alternating “player” and “enemy” turns, where 

during their turn a side can act with all their units.  

 Most units, as part of their turns, can move once, and attack once.  
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 Units have classes, such as infantry, cavalry, armoured, magic us-

er, archer, flying, etc. Classes come with unique access to certain 

equipment, movement speeds and types, and weaknesses against 

certain other types (such as armoured units being weak against 

magic users, or flying units being weak against archers). 

 Equipment in game is linked to one another in what is usually 

called “intransitive games” [27], like a rock-paper-scissors bal-

ance, where every type of equipment is strong against some 

equipment, and weak against another.  

 3.1.1 Games with “Pure” Chance Based Hit Systems 
 Kaga Era Fire Emblem: Hits are based on a percentage chance 

that come from an aggregate of the hitter's relevant stats minus the 

enemy's hit chance and critical hit chance, hits which hits 3x as hard 

as a normal attack, are calculated. Is quite probably the best way to 

show what unadulterated chance-work looks like to the testers, but 

might be too harsh for the testers that are not used to the genre. 

 Post-Kaga Era Fire Emblem: Essentially the same as the previ-

ous titles, but using what is called the “True Hit” [28] System, these 

new Fire Emblem titles fudge player hit chances positively to help 

players' misjudgement of percentage values not mess-up their game-

play experience. The gameplay is similar enough to the older titles, 

but the softened hit system might make a title from this era suitable 

as the first game of the test. 

 Jeanne D'arc: Hit and critical hit chance is essentially the same as 

Fire Emblem, but standard hits on enemies leave a "Burning Aura"  

on the opposite side of attacked enemy: An ally can stand on a burn-

ing aura to increase their damage by a fixed percentage, if the hit 

lands. While it has solid gameplay, the extra bells and whistles that 

do not add to the subject of randomness as per this research’s subject 

makes it not essential. 

 Divinity: Original Sin 2: Hit and critical hit chance is very similar 

to Fire Emblem, with a couple minor implementation differences. 

Critical hit damage is based on the kind of weapon used, and posi-

tioning can help while using certain equipment only. 

 3.1.2 Games with “Mixed” Chance Based Hit Systems 
 Vanguard Bandits: Hit chance is essentially the same as Fire Em-

blem and critical hits do not exist, but positioning is vital: Enemies 

are easier to hit from the sides and even more so from their back, and 

the character being hit cannot do anything but try to avoid them 

when they're attacked from behind, whereas on the sides and front 

they can also choose to attack back, defend, or counter the attacker. 
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Also, getting ganged up by, or ganging up on enemies further makes 

it harder or easier to hit them. The spatial chance mitigation oppor-

tunities make this a very good contender to be a midway between 

classic Fire Emblem and a fully deterministic game.  

 Triangle Strategy: Hit and critical hit chance is essentially the 

same as Fire Emblem, but critical hits, which hit for 2x damage, can 

be guaranteed in the case of a successful hit by positioning the hitter 

behind the enemy, allowing the player to get rid of one part of the 

game of chance in the hit system. While positional chance mitigation 

exists in a sense, this serves a weaker case than Vanguard Bandits in 

this particular subject. 3.1.3 Games with Deterministic Hit Systems 
 Fire Emblem: Heroes: Hits are guaranteed, there is no critical hit 

system in the classical sense, instead, characters can be equipped 

with an ability among a different range of abilities that increase 

damage by different amounts, and hit chance for these abilities are 

simulated with different amounts of cooldown, that usually count 

down when the character hits an enemy. Fits in the Fire Emblem ste-

reotype perfectly while also being a fully deterministic game, perfect-

ly fitting the bill. 

 Classical Worms: Hits are physically simulated, and thus skill 

based. Explosives’ damage is usually based on the affected charac-

ter's distance from the centre of explosion; critical hits do not exist in 

this game. While this also fits the determinism bill, it lacks in simi-

larities to the “Fire Emblem Formula”, making it too different from 

the other selected games to be used in this particular scenario. 

 3.2 Design Choices 
The 3 games that are chosen are Fire Emblem: Sacred Stones (SS), a 

Post-Kaga Era Fire Emblem game, Vanguard Bandits (VB), and Fire Em-

blem: Heroes (FEH). 
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 Figure 1: Fire Emblem: Sacred Stones, Battle Forecast Screen 
 

For Sacred Stones, a level filled with enemies outside the weapon 

triangle is chosen to make sure the triangle is as meaningless as possible, so 

that the base system is scrutinised over the chance mitigation system. 

All the available units are deployed for the level beside a helper unit that 

is overpowered to help the player in early levels, so that the testers aren’t 

underwhelmed. 

 

 Figure 2: Vanguard Bandits, Battle Forecast Screen 
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In Vanguard Bandits ,a level chosen with a cast of characters roughly 

fitting in the same stereotypes present in the previous game. 

 Figure 3: Fire Emblem: Heroes, Battle Forecast Screen 
 

As with Vanguard Bandits, in Fire Emblem: Heroes, the challenge level 

assembled for the testers is deployed with  a cast of characters roughly 

fitting in the same stereotypes present in the two previous games. 

With this setup, the main hope is to let testers of various backgrounds be 

able to play through a gradually more deterministic gameplay environment, 

and get their opinions without having them stuck and frustrated in any 

particular stage. 
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4 Results 
A collection of 14 answers makes up the total of all participants in this 

setup. Considering how little the number of participants is, going over the 

data with any sort of quantitative analysis would be meaningless. 

On the other hand, the individual participants’ data are quite long by 

themselves, which opens them up to hopefully meaningful qualitative anal-

ysis. As such, the data will be scrutinized with what is called “Thematic 

Analysis”, using the paper “Using thematic analysis in psychology” by Vir-

ginia Braun and Victoria Clarke [29] as a guide, with the steps they have 

laid out in the paper as a blueprint. 

Among other types of analysis, the reason Thematic Analysis is being 

used is chiefly due to how well the definition given by Braun and Clark fits 

into investigating the data at hand, considering how numerically little but 

information-wise dense it is:  “Thematic analysis is a method for identify-

ing, analysing and reporting patterns (themes) within data. It minimally 

organizes and describes your data set in (rich) detail.” [29] 

 4.1 Thematic Analysis 
Braun and Clarke separate the process of Thematic Analysis into 6 phas-

es, the 6th of which (called, “Producing the Report”) being somewhat un-

needed, as it might as well refer to this entire paper. Therefore, the raw data 

obtained from the questionnaires will be processed according to the re-

maining 5 steps, covered in the following section. 

   4.1.1 Part 1: Transcription 
Braun and Clarke refer to this step as “Familiarizing yourself with your 

data” [29], based on their assumption that the data is recorded and not al-

ready written down.  

However, to be understood, the fundamental step of familiarisation is 

needed regardless, and so I read every single one of the questionnaire en-

tries with the effort of trying to find common, repeating themes among 

them. Due to how this analysis works, the primary points of interest during 

the reading were the questions that had to be answered with longer, written 

answers (the “longer” part here being quintessential, as while also being a 

written answer, “Age” for example is not very useful for the purposes of this 

scrutiny). 

As to help follow the process easier, below here, Table 1 is an excerpt 

from the data of participant 2 (whose raw written data can be found at Ta-

ble 8), and I will be using this excerpt as a basis for upcoming examples in 

the coming steps. 
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 Table 1: A Follow up Question About Whether Game 2 (Vanguard Bandits) from the Test Could Have Worked with More or Less Randomness in it, and the Answer to Said Question by Participant Number 2 
Question Answer 

If you felt like the game could use more 

randomness to spice itself up, without 

thinking about it much, how would you 

go around adding such randomness to 

it? 

I think the level of randomness perfect 

in this game. I had to strategise in or-

der to increase my chances, which 

should be the case for tactical games. 

 4.1.2 Part 2: Code Generation 
Braun and Clarke use this step to start classifying the data into short 

code words. In their terms: “Codes identify a feature of the data (semantic 

content or latent) that appears interesting to the analyst, and refer to ‘the 

most basic segment, or element, of the raw data or information that can be 

assessed in a meaningful way regarding the phenomenon’” [29], which in 

turn seems to refer to the words of an R. E. Boyatsiz on a book of similar 

subject, released on 1998 [30]. 

While exact definition of what might “appear interesting” to me is under-

standably nebulous, the general point of their argument is clear in that the-

se codes seem to be subjects that can be shown with short descriptions that 

pop up in the participants answers that also are related to the point of inter-

est of this research.  

Common sense also suggests the repetition of certain subjects in singular 

cases and in between multiple participants’ cases might also imply their sta-

tus as a code, even if by first glance they might not appear directly linked to 

the research’s point of interest. 

With this in mind, the example in Table 1 is connected to the question 

that precedes it as both the question and the answer logically follow each 

other, and two codes are derived from it, as can be seen below in Table 2: 

 Table 2: Expanded Data Extract with Codes applied around randomness and attention retention 
Data Extract Coded For 

The mechanics of the game encour-
aged me to increase my chances of 
hitting or dodging so I would not say I 
started cheesing but I played the 
game as intended. I think the level of 
randomness perfect in this game. I 
had to strategise in order to increase 
my chances, which should be the case 
for tactical games. 

-randomness felt meaningful, player 
driven 

 

-kept attention tighter due to situation-
al chance mitigation  
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This process of code generation is repeated for all participants’ written 

answers. Said raw data and mapped codes separated by participants as sep-

arate tables can be found in Appendix C attached to the end of this research. 4.1.3 Part 3: Mapping the Codes into Themes 
This step, starting right after all relevant raw data is coded, is for refor-

matting the codes into what Braun and Clarke call “Themes”, which are, 

quite essentially, shorthands for  what the longer codes might imply. As 

such, codes can sometimes separate into multiple themes, or even layer out 

into themes and sub-themes.  

Layered behaviour such as this is quite good of course for assembling 

these themes into larger trees with sometimes multiple branches of sub-

themes.  

And so, to reach a list of related themes, I looked for repeating patterns 

between the codes, and simplified what appeared like repeating patterns 

into a more condensed code table, and separated these codes by what ap-

peared to be their logical categories.  

 Table 3: A simplified Taxonomy of Codes Extracted from Questionnaire Data 
Environment Ran-
domisation 

Action/Unit Randomi-
sation 

Randomisation as a 
Propagator 

 randomness 
should be visi-
ble at first 
glance 

 map layout 
should have vis-
ible effect on 
strategy 

 randomness 
preferably 
should not be in 
actions 

 action meaning-
fulness should 
be given with 
meaningful va-
riety in envi-
ronment, lead-
ing and mis-
leading with bi-
ases 

 

 randomness 
should be big part 
of individual ac-
tions 

 randomness in ac-
tions should be di-
rected by player 
and AI decisions, 
and not just num-
bers 

 available actions to 
characters should 
have more conse-
quences than the 
randomness, prop-
agated by mechan-
ical behaviour dif-
ferences besides 
just numbers  

 visible vs. invisible 
randomness- ran-
domness when 
implied is inter-
esting, but it being 
real strips agen-
cy/meaning 

 mechanical under-
standing should 
lead into puzzle-
solving 

 randomness of 
non-player di-
rected content 
(like map or ene-
my generation) as 
a way of creating 
new challenges 
out of the same 
skill set can be en-
gaging 

 

This of course, at a quick glance, seems to be a solid precursor to the 

thematisation process which is to follow below in Figure 4.  
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 Figure 4: Initial Thematic Map with the Main Themes of Expectations on Game Randomness Separated into Positive Expectations on Environment, Positive Expectations on Characters, and Negative Expectations 
 

Quite akin to Braun and Clarke’s example initial thematic map in their 

paper [29], this map is very interconnected, with certain expectations on 

randomness sharing similar answers to questions they should categorically 

be opposing each other in. This is perhaps not as obvious when comparing 

those who prefer feeling randomness in actions versus those who prefer a 

factor of randomisation in the game’s environment. However, looking at the 

connection point/sub-theme of “significance of setup” reveals a more queer 

connection between the main themes of “Negative Reception” and “Positive 

Reception with Expectations on Environment”. 

To see how this connection occurs, let’s take a look at an example of two 

different answers below in Table 4: 
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Table 4: Excerpts from 2 Participants that have Opposing Views on Ran-domness, but End Up Suggesting Setting Up Similar Precedents to Help Make a Good TBT Game 
Participant 4 (Table 10) Participant 14 (Table 20) 

random maps for sure, there could be so 
much replayability even with the same 

building blocks as any of the three 
games if i had to adapt to my environ-
ment as part of the challenge regularly 

Changing maps (eg. Dunes shift under 
you every turn and change stuff) 

 

Here, participant 4’s responses to other questions suggest they highly fa-

vour environmental randomisation as a way to enrich their gameplay, 

whereas participant 14’s other responses suggest they are in favour of elim-

inating randomisation wherever possible. 

Therefore, it is quite likely that participant 14’s suggestion of “changing 

maps” is one that is fully scripted, or reactive, perhaps seeming random, or 

having the mechanic visible from the get go.  

On the other hand, participant 4’s other answers make references to map 

randomisation in games like Minecraft [31], where every map is unique 

thanks to their environments being randomly built using long reference 

strings called “map seeds”, so it would not be surprising if their interpreta-

tion of environmental randomness were more akin to individual maps being 

different from each other. 

While they do have their differences of course, both of these courses of 

actions recommended as a way to make a good TBT game revolve around 

the player setting up to adapt against maps that are not always the same, 

hence earning them very similar codes, and eventually the same theme of 

“significance of (environmental) setup”. 

This awareness that the main themes are maybe not as starkly separated 

as one would initially believe is important, moving on to the next step of the 

process. 

  4.1.4 Part 4: Reviewing Themes 
Braun and Clarke refer to the initial themes drafted on our map in Figure 

4 “Candidate Themes” [29], as they are still subject to separation or merg-

ing, or simply change, as the map evolves into a final form. After going over 

the raw data and codes one more time and comparing and trying to place 

them on the initial map, the map evolves into its final form as such: 
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 Figure 5: Final Thematic Map, Showing the Main 3 Themes 
 

One thing that is at this point unavoidable is to accept that some sub-

themes, especially after being laid this bare and simply, are too universally 

sensible to only be limited to a single approach/theme. Still, thankfully, 

even as interconnected as it is, the final map is much more readable than 

the initial one, which is going to make the definition part that follows easier 

to follow. 

  4.1.5 Part 5: Defining and Naming Themes 
This section makes up the resolution of the analysis. Braun and Clarke 

refer to it as “identifying the ‘essence’ of what each theme is about (as well 

as the themes overall), and determining what aspect of the data each theme 

captures.” [29].  

With this in mind, below are the apparent essences of each main theme 

that has sublimated out of this analysis, with a special mention to ”Mechan-

ics”, which structurally cannot be a main theme through the lens of this re-

search, but is by far the most well connected, and influential sub-theme to 

exist within all of the data. 

No Randomness: One part of the test group gravitated towards not fa-

vouring any randomness in their ideal games. This ideal of a fully mechan-

ics–propelled game was by people in and outside this group referred to as 

puzzle-like, or akin to chess, which seemingly created satisfactory, engaging 

gameplay through adding visible, but uncontrollable factors into the game, 

such as other players, competent AI, and complex spatial mechanics that 

can be exploited by careful planning in when having solid insight on their 

inner workings.  

Environmental Randomness: The other part of the test group that 

was more in favour of adding randomisation to their ideal games was fur-

ther separated, with some of them favouring environmental/spatial ran-
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domness. Those that were more interested in environmental variety were 

drawn into this premise by the inherent visibility and chance for long term 

planning maps offer a player by their nature of construction. Some among 

these were excited by the thrill of unexpected environmental reactions or 

unit-to-environment spatial combinations a dash of randomness in their 

interactivity could add, while some others were more interested in how 

maps could change and introduce ever evolving challenges with proper ran-

domisation set into them. One point of commonality between was that these 

bits of randomness should be robustly supported mechanics that rewarded 

player agency so that even if by chance, the player should always feel their 

loss was because of them. 

Action Based Randomness: The last part of the test group, also in fa-

vour of randomisation, looked to action based randomness as a way to 

make gameplay more engaging. Common points among the proponents of 

this approach was a wanting of the feeling of power that came from strong 

player agency, from seeing how they could control chance with proper unit 

control, and feel the thrill of seeing themselves rewarded for it, or feel the 

weight of their loss and know it to be their fault for taking the risks they did. 

And to have this sort of control over the game, it was almost unanimously 

suggested to have a robust, complex chance mitigation system, built me-

chanics that support and encourage not just one, but many possible strate-

gies for success, and gave the same chance to the enemies as well. 

And so, mechanical complexity is the staple solution recommended to 

solve all problems related to randomness, or lack thereof. If the game is too 

dull because of how deterministic it is, complicate how it works. If the 

chance factor in the game feels cheap, bury it behind a couple more layers of 

mechanics. The solution seems simple, but complication by itself is more 

often than not a problem rather than a feature, unless implemented in “just 

the right way”, which is a misnomer by itself, since “just the right way” 

might be very different for 2 people of different tastes and backgrounds. We 

already see this in the data of this test as well.  

Participant 11 at Table 17 mentions about the semi-visible passive effects 

of Fire Emblem Heroes the following: “the plus minus situation in the third 

game really soured my randomness opinion even now that I know its 

based on passive abilities and positioning, […] maybe if the plus minuses 

were separated with glowing shapes of abilities to give a clearer battle 

forecast that coul have increased clarity”. Strongly suggesting that the 

complexity of the system is not satisfyingly visible, and this in turn frustrat-

ed them. 

On a stark opposite, participant 6 at Table 12 says “I did feel like staring 

at the different percentages took up too much of my gameplay. The 

game would have feelt more exiting and unpredictable if that infor-

mation was at least a little bit more hidden.” Implying that visibility of 
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the complexity is not the only issue either, and that it needs to be grace-

fully portrayed to avoid looking too overwhelming.  
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5 Conclusions 
 5.1 Reflections 

Not everyone has the same challenge threshold. The current setup al-

lowed for sub-2-hour experiment times in the slowest cases, but for those 

experienced in the genre possibly curated the wrong kind of argument 

about complexity as the challenge in each level was, unavoidably, different. 

The initial plan to uniformise the base setup with a fresh demo game 

having at least 2 different styles (or the contrast of non-presence) of ran-

domness was completely out of scope under present circumstances, but 

might have allowed for a more uniform challenge if it was not. 

 5.2 Conclusion 
Mechanical depth appears to be the main concern in all three stereo-

types. The assumed “best implementation” of such depth is logically dis-

tinct, but even the most pro-random participants immediately looked for 

ways to deepen the tile and turn based system besides the “unit comes next 

to unit, they fight” stereotype, usually either by adding more qualities and 

success requirements actions besides being sources of damage, or by mak-

ing the environment act in specific ways in response to actions acted on it. 

Comparisons of more deterministic approaches to chess came up on 

multiple occasions. Based on the small data set, it appears the more deter-

ministic one wishes the system to be, the more likely that they see the setup 

more as a one and done puzzle, and less a replayable experience. This of 

course, requires qualitative backing to be meaningful, unavailable in the 

current setup. 

 5.3 Ramifications 
“Mechanics” being a common theme among stereotypes might suggest 

the possibility for expanding the current query under the mechanics um-

brella and the viability of preparing a secondary, more quantitative ap-

proach to data gathering (based around measurements on opinions on me-

chanical engagement). 

The topic could be extended and reflected onto the computer side, ques-

tioning how differently an RL based AI would learn differently how to play 

the more and less stochastic styles of the genre based on how the human 

players are playing. 
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Appendix A: Queries Used in During Literature Search 
 Table 5: List of Queries Related to the Subject Matter, and the Authors and Dates of the Closest Relevant Publications as Found Through Google Scholar 
Search Query Related Publications 

( ”randomness” OR ”stochasticity” OR 

”determinism” OR “probability” OR 

“combat” ) AND ” turn based games” 

 Kaulfield (2011)  

 Putkonen (2020) 

 Stern (2012) (Not a paper) 

 Henzinger (2005) 

 Kavanagh (2019) 

 Pagalyte et al. (2020) 

”combat” AND ( ”balancing” OR ”bal-

ance”) 
 Jeon and Jeong (2015) 

 Andrade et al. (2021) 

 Tijs et al.(2015)  

” game chance balance”  Meyer et al. (2012) 

”randomness in game design”  Harrigan et al. (2010) 

 Paparistodemou et al. (2008) 

 Nielsen et al. (2019) 

” ttrpg” AND ( ”combat” OR balance” )  - 

( ”probability” OR ”chance” ) AND ” 

ttrpgs” 
 Benjamin (2022), unlikely 

”resources vs chance in games”  Nilsson (2007) 

”xcom” AND ( ”balancing” OR combat” 

OR ”probability” ) 
 Mäkelä (2020) 

”probability mitigation” AND ( ”games” 

OR ”turn based games” ) 
 Chatterjee et al. (2008) 

”action guidance strategy games”  Huang and Ontañón (2010) 

 Voorhees (2009) 

“risk taking” AND  ( “strategy games” 

OR “tactics games” OR “turn based 

games” ) 

 Holdaway and Vul (2021) 

( “attention” OR “enthusiasm” ) AND ( 

“turn based games” OR “strategy 

games” OR “tactics games” ) 

 Kučera et al. (2011) 
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Appendix B: Questionnaire Questions as Ordered in the Questionnaire Given to the Participants 
 Table 6: The Participant Questionnaire Presented as part of the Method, Represented in Table form with the Leftmost Column Showing Individual Questions and Rightmost Column showing the type of answers that are Required to be Given to Said Questions where Relevant 
Control of Stochasticity in TBT Action 

Economies 
You will be answering this questionnaire after playing 3 turn based tactics games 

in quick succession that are chiefly separated by how they manage the success rate 

of actions in combat encounters.  

 

The questionnaire is made to explore how these different methods work in creating 

and sustaining enthusiasm to keep the player in the game.  

Participant Profiling 
This section aims to build an understanding of the participant's previous experi-
ence with the genre, as well as their general feelings about control and chance in 
games. 
What is your age? Written Answer 

Have you played any of the following 

Turn Based Tactics games (or series) 

before? 

Multiple Choice Answer, chosen from: 

 Fire Emblem (on console) 

 Fire Emblem Heroes (on mo-

bile) 

 Advanced Wars 

 Divinity Original Sin 

 Pillars of Eternity 

 Final Fantasy Tactics 

 Worms 

 This is a genre of game I have 

never played 

 Other: (Written Answer)  

What is your primary go-to game genre 

to pass time, with the game NOT being 

your primary concern? 

Multiple Choice Answer, chosen from: 

 Strategy (Age of Empires, Victo-

ria, Civilisation etc.) 

 Tactics (Divinity Original Sin, 

Persona, Worms etc.) 

 Action (The Witcher, Spider-

man, Dark Souls etc.) 

 Roguelike/Roguelite (Hades, 

Vampire Survivors, Noita etc.) 
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 Shooter (Overwatch, Warframe, 

Fallout etc.) 

 Visual Novels/Role Playing 

(Monster Prom, Life is Strange, 

Disco Elysium etc.) 

 Fighting (Guilty Gear, Street 

Fighter, Tekken etc.) 

 Puzzle (Myst, Talos Principle, 

Portal etc.) 

 Racing (Need for Speed, The 

Crew, Mario Cart etc.) 

 Sandbox (Minecraft, Terraria, 

Valheim etc.) 

 MMOs (Final Fantasy XIV, 

World of Warcraft, Guild Wars 2 

etc.) 

 Horror (Amnesia, Outlast, 

Phasmophobia etc.) 

What is your primary go-to game genre 

when you sit down to play, with gaming 

being your primary concern? 

Multiple Choice Answer, chosen from: 

 Strategy (Age of Empires, Victo-

ria, Civilisation etc.) 

 Tactics (Divinity Original Sin, 

Persona, Worms etc.) 

 Action (The Witcher, Spider-

man, Dark Souls etc.) 

 Roguelike/Roguelite (Hades, 

Vampire Survivors, Noita etc.) 

 Shooter (Overwatch, Warframe, 

Fallout etc.) 

 Visual Novels/Role Playing 

(Monster Prom, Life is Strange, 

Disco Elysium etc.) 

 Fighting (Guilty Gear, Street 

Fighter, Tekken etc.) 

 Puzzle (Myst, Talos Principle, 

Portal etc.) 

 Racing (Need for Speed, The 

Crew, Mario Cart etc.) 

 Sandbox (Minecraft, Terraria, 

Valheim etc.) 

 MMOs (Final Fantasy XIV, 

World of Warcraft, Guild Wars 2 

etc.) 

 Horror (Amnesia, Outlast, 

Phasmophobia etc.) 

Among the genre(s) of games you have Multiple Choice Answer, chosen from: 
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selected, which kind of mechanic 

framework is more attractive to you in 

terms of game flow? 

 Turn Based 

 Real Time with Pause 

 Real Time 

Conceptually, among the genre(s) of 

games you have selected, how amiable 

are you to the game having a sense of 

randomness in it in terms of reacting to 

your inputs?  

 

Such randomness ranges all the way 

from hit chances to equipment random-

isation, level randomisation, to even 

weapon recoil and more. 

Linear Scale answer from 1 to 10. 1 

stands for “The result of every action 

should be fully deterministic” whereas 

10 stands for “There should be random-

isation beyond my control in reaction to 

every action I take” 

Especially in case of a strong opinion in 

the case of the previous question, what 

kind of randomisation can you not do 

without, or in the opposite case, cannot 

tolerate the existence of? 

Written Answer 

The Test 
You will be presented with 3 Turn Based Tactics Games and play a level from each, 

not necessarily to completion, after being introduced to the base mechanics of its 

combat and the team you have at your disposal.  

 

Following that, this section will question aspects of your experience on these 

games. 

Disregarding other gameplay, visual 

and auditory factors, how did the the 

factor of randomness affect your opin-

ion of the 1st game? (Fire Emblem: Sa-

cred Stones) 

 

A score of 5 suggests the randomness 

was on point, and couldn't be improved 

with a change in either direction. 

Linear Scale answer from 1 to 10. 1 

stands for “Too Predictable” whereas 10 

stands for ”Too Random” 

Were there any moments throughout 

testing game 1 where you felt cheated 

over by the RNG factor that determined 

your actions' success? 

 

If so, would you at any point, rather 

have had the chance to play the same 

scenario without said randomness run-

ning the game? 

Written Answer 

If you felt like the game could use even 

more randomness, without thinking 

about it much, how would you go 

around adding it to the game? 

Written Answer 
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Disregarding other gameplay, visual 

and auditory factors, how did the factor 

of minimisable randomness affect your 

opinion of the 2nd game? (Vanguard 

Bandits) 

 

A score of 5 suggests the randomness 

was on point, and couldn't be improved 

with a change in either direction. 

Linear Scale answer from 1 to 10. 1 

stands for “Too Predictable” whereas 10 

stands for ”Too Random” 

Were there any moments throughout 

testing game 2 where you felt like you 

were cheesing the game out of its in-

tended challenge using the mechanics 

that increased the success rate of your 

actions, or decreased the ones of your 

opponent? (with cheesing the being 

defined as winning against the com-

puter by exploiting the game’s edge 

cases, or cheating) 

 

If so, would you at any point, rather 

have had the chance to play the same 

scenario without said randomness run-

ning the game? 

Written Answer 

If you felt like the game could use more 

randomness to spice itself up, without 

thinking about it much, how would you 

go around adding such randomness to 

it? 

Written Answer 

Disregarding other gameplay, visual 

and auditory factors, how did the the 

fully deterministic setup of the 3rd 

game affect your opinion of it? (Fire 

Emblem: Heroes) 

 

A score of 5 suggests the randomness 

was on point, and couldn't be improved 

with a change in either direction. 

Linear Scale answer from 1 to 10. 1 

stands for “Too Predictable” whereas 10 

stands for ”Too Random” 

Did not having anything bound to 

chance make the game feel dull or pre-

dictable? 

Written Answer 

In most stages beside the main story 

missions, the game adds some random-

ness to its loop by randomising the 

spawned enemies in the map. Would 

this have motivated you to play this 

game for longer over a large time peri-

od? 

Multiple Choice Answer, chosen from: 

 Yes 

 No 
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In Conclusion 
Some last questions to wrap up the questionnaire lay below. 

If you were to continue playing any of 

the games in the test, which would you 

prefer playing over the others, based on 

your experience limited to the test? 

Multiple Choice Answer, chosen from: 

 Game 1 (Fire Emblem: Sacred 

Stones) 

 Game 2 (Vanguard Bandits) 

 Game 3 (Fire Emblem: Heroes) 

If you had a chance to make a Turn 

Based Tactics game of your own, based 

on what you have seen in this test, what 

properties to the combat system would 

you prioritise into having in the primary 

gameplay loop? 

 

Please write your answer in 3 bullet-

points. 

Written Answer 
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Appendix C: Raw Questionnaire Data Tabled and Scanned for Recurring Codes 
Table 7: Raw Questionnaire Data for Written Questions for Participant 1 Together with Derived Codes from Said Data 
Data Extract Coded For 

There should be a well-defined upper 
limit determining the effect of random-
ness in any given scenario, i.e. the distri-
bution of whatever dice roll should con-
centrate mostly around the mean, and 
the tails of the distribution should be 
discarded. I do not think I should be able 
to deal x10 my damage with a probability 
of 0.003% - instead there should be a 
definite cut-off. 

-Streamlining max randomness 

 

-Streamlining effects of randomness 

 

-Mostly deterministic is best 

 

(SS) The RNG has felt inconsequential. 
Perhaps it was too easy? 

-acknowledged randomness 

 

-figured it to be too forgiving 

(VB) Yes, I cheesed the game with dodge 
chance and had a good time with one 
character not being able to die despite 
me taking too many risks. However, I 
would rather not play the game without 
randomness, not because it aided me 

but because given the lack of interesting 
mechanics - I'd rather play chess in-
stead, as the removal of randomness 
would make the game somewhat trivial. 

-randomness felt too much 

 

-randomness also felt essential, with-
out it this would be trivial 

 

-another layer of random in the battle 
forecast could improve it further 

(FEH) It made it predictable; however, 
not dull before I beat the level. The 
game felt like a puzzle - it is interesting 
to play unless you know the solution. 

-too predictable, but intriguing as a 
puzzle rather a game 

• The effect of randomness should be 
there, and its extent/degree should be 
controllable at the expense of improve-
ments in deterministic factors; and im-
provements in randomness should re-

sult in (perhaps slightly) better combat 
effectiveness in expectation compared 
to improving deterministic factors (e.g. 
characters should have a crit chance for 

-randomness supported by determin-
ism 

 

-countable number of get out of jail 
free cards 
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>=x2 damage, and it should be possible 
to improve the crit chance by allocating 

some stats; however, each point allocat-
ed to crit chance is a stat point not allo-
cated in, say, vitality, which improves 
health). • Ability to "cop-out" of adverse 
random effects for a limited number of 
times 

 

 • Make the turns more granular by 
ditching classical turn-based mechanics 
- turns could be more fluid, e.g. a char-
acter moves some amount, then some 
other character takes action, then the 
original character is allowed to take an 
action according to a set of rules, and so 
on and so forth. This should reduce the 
quantization effects caused by turn-
orders etc. and the increased complexity 

may result in more interesting optimi-
zation problems. 

-more chaos in action presentation 
could make problem more engaging 
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Table 8: Raw Questionnaire Data for Written Questions for Participant 2 Together with Derived Codes from Said Data 
Data Extract Coded For 

Crit and hit chance make some tactical 
games really fun as you have to plan 
your actions by taking the RNG into 

account. However when a game has 
many randomised effects going on at 
the same time it becomes really confus-
ing and unfun. 

-keep it few and punchy 

 

-action chances feel significant 

(SS) I think the level of randomness 
was not too much but the hit chance or 
crit chance did not increase even after 
strategising about the placement of 
units. In my opinion, there should be 
some mechanics that increase the 
chance factor in certain conditions or 
just remove it completely. 

-too random but randomness felt point-
less 

 

-player decision should have more ef-
fect on randomness 

(VB) The mechanics of the game en-
couraged me to increase my chances of 

hitting or dodging so I would not say I 
started cheesing but I played the game 
as intended. I think the level of ran-
domness perfect in this game. I had to 
strategise in order to increase my 
chances, which should be the case for 
tactical games. 

-randomness felt meaningful, player 
driven 

 

-kept attention tighter due to situation-
al chance mitigation  

(FEH)Dull, like a puzzle, nothing unex-
pected 

-lack of randomness reduced stakes 

 

-like a puzzle  

. I would definitely include some kind of 
RNG factor like hit chance or crit chance 
as this makes the game more interest-
ing. 

 

. I would allow players to change the 
probability of the RNG factor with smart 

positioning or a very specific character 
build. These would increase the chances 
but never would make it 100% as this 
would just take away the unpredictabil-

-no total certainty should allowed 

 

-player (in gameplay and in between) 
agency helps RNG not feel frustrating 
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ity factor which makes the game more 
fun 

 

. I would also give the players the option 
of choosing the stats that will increase 
when a character levels up like the 2nd 
game. In the first game it was totally 
random which can be frustrating some-
times. 
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Table 9: Raw Questionnaire Data for Written Questions for Participant 3 Together with Derived Codes from Said Data 
Data Extract Coded For 

I'm a simple man, I shoot my enemy in 

the head, i expect them to fall. I don't 
want my skill invalidated by chance. 

-no chance, only skill 

(SS) Cheated is not a nice way to put it. 
I know how probability works, and 
that 95% chance to hit doesn't mean 
it's a certainty. Doesn't mean I like it 
though. I really don't want any more 
randomness please. 

-chance not unfair, but also not fun 

(VB) No actually, it was the other way 
around. I thought hitting someone 
from their back would always improve 
my situation, but I found the numbers 
too inconsistent. How would I know all 
my manoeuvring around the enemy 

would only work against me because 
the game decides this guy actually is 
stronger and even hitting them from 
the back is hard with this setup? Half 
the enemy characters look the same, 
but have almost completely different 
archetypes to plan against. So that felt 
like a different kind of randomness I 
was not told to expect, and I don't like 
it at all. I really don't want any more 
randomness please. 

-Bad UI feels like randomness in prac-
tice, which feels bad 

 

-Bad UI overshadows promised me-
chanics, making them misleading 

(FEH) Noo, but then the characters on 
my and the enemy side both had a lot 
of text explanations to them. Sure I 
was explained what they overall do for 
the characters and all, from what I 
understand, but I feel like I must have 
missed some things, as I couldn't ex-
plain why my 3rd plan worked without 
it being explained to me. 

-Determinism did not make it dull 

 

-More info going behind the scenes 
made it feel random even if battle fore-
cast didn’t break expectations 

* Form may not cause function, but for 
the players it must inform function... I 
shouldn't need to look up an enemy's 

(or my) abilities and read a wall of text 
or statistics to understand what they do. 

 

-challenge should not come from ap-
pearing complex 

 

- chance mitigation by player choice is 
interesting 
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* While game 2 really was annoying and 
hard to decipher, the locational sensitiv-

ity concept would be interesting if it 
were made correctly. Perhaps even with 
terrain effects and not just unit effects. 

 

*Definitely no chance at all. If it hits it 
hits. I don't have it in me to look at a 
screen and ponder if the dice inside my 
computer is going to roll the good way. 

 

-dice roll apprehension is bad because it 
is beyond control 
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Table 10: Raw Questionnaire Data for Written Questions for Participant 4 Together with Derived Codes from Said Data 
Data Extract Coded For 

in games like Minecraft the randomi-

sation of world generation makes the 
game playable for longer. No way it 
would be still played together if it were 
just a single Minecraft map 

-spatial randomisation is engaging 

(SS) nah, and also no, it already felt 
very simple and almost as if i didn't 
need to show skill, but rather just be 
lucky. its an old game obviously, no 
way it has a lot of randomness in it, 
but woulda been cooler if i could play 
the game in different maps or hey, 
even different enemies whenever 

-enemy randomisation could be fun 

 

-just combat success randomisation felt 
shallow 

(VB) felt kinda slow with how much 
walking around and waiting there was 

for my work to pay off, when it did 
though, it all panned out as planned, 
that shouldn't be cheesing though, just 
nothing too surprising, chekov's gun 
and all. what if there was a challenge 
mode where you could randomly amp 
up different enemies at intervals, or 
maybe like a twitch viewer integration? 
subscribers could vote to change ene-
mies as the player played, could work 

since the game is so slow and methodi-
cal- guess that's technically not ran-
dom but to the player it would feel like 
it yes? 

-spatial chance mitigation felt deliber-
ate 

 

-too much waiting in between was broke 
engagement 

 

-viewer based randomisation could be 
interesting 

 

(FEH) kinda, the map had a trick to it 
with the team i was given, and once i 
figured it out, it was simple execution, 
which thankfully was quick to do 

-the certainty of everything made the 
game like a puzzle 

 

-the puzzle-like build of the map would 
have made it tedious if it weren’t quick 

random maps for sure, there could be so 

much replayability even with the same 
building blocks as any of the three 
games if i had to adapt to my environ-
ment as part of the challenge regularly 

 

-spatial randomness could add replaya-
bility economically 

 

-random failures don’t feel as bad if 
recuperation is quick 
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the combat could or not have attack 
chances and i think it wouldn't change 

too much as long as the overall flow is 
fast enough, like the last game i failed 
the most, but also restarting was so 
quick and easy it really didnt break my 
fun 

 

the first game had critical chances from 

what i vaguely remember, and i vaguely 
remember cuz no one really critted like 
really? even the thief? you told me the 
last game replaced that same mechanic 
with cooldowns and it definitely showed 
i kept proccing my abilities during that 
map despite it being so short- it really 
wouldn't hurt anyone if the game had 
crits but everyone critted more 

 

-chance based or not, a shown mechanic 
should proc 
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Table 11: Raw Questionnaire Data for Written Questions for Participant 5 Together with Derived Codes from Said Data 
Data Extract Coded For 

i guess i really do like critical hits de-

spite not liking hit chances as a con-
cept... I suppose it might be because the 
first is about the basic intention behind 
a strategy and seeing it not panning out 
in a very tight situation can be frustrat-
ing,, especially since I can just reload 
and retry, whereas even if a build is cen-
tred around crits, they are an extra fea-
ture to your plans, or an unexpected 
wrinkle if it's cause of your opponent, 

like a creamy crop with a cherry hidden 
inside on top of a cake,, surprisng, but 
very usually actually not bad at all if it is 
there 

-failing random hits feel bad 

 

-failing feels even worse when there is 
no real price for it, failures feel shallow 

(SS) I can see you removed the strong 
pre-upgraded unit from my roster huh, i 
wont miss it i played this game hehe, 
but no, despite Seth not being present, 
this was one of the starter areas with 
unit weaknesses not very knowingly 
setup against by the AI. I get why you 
would prepare such a level because of 

course not everyone is a veteran but, 
that also unfortunely dulls the experi-
ence a bit, makes it feel easier than it 
actually is in some later stages with the 
hard unit counters etc. So no I really 
wouldn't change much about the game, 
randomness included, as it felt quite 
mild in the trial I played through now. 
(Also everyone knows the hit chances 
for your chars in FE is higher than the 

UI shows) Guess that's just my experi-
ence with the other games, but I felt it 
would be kinda funny and chaotic if the 
level had more ambush spawns, maybe 
at more precarious positions, like one of 
the villages you're on your way to rescue 

-unknowable ambushes with real con-
sequences if unchecked would be funny 

 

-attack chances by themselves is quite 
dull 

(VB) Oh this was interesting. Cheesing 
wasn't an issue definitely, but took me a 
while to figure out what to hinge my 
strategy around. It was easier of course 

-chance mitigation felt significant 
enough to be reliable 
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thanks to how you gave me a rundown 
of what my chars are capable of (even 

their growths man I'm not gonna play 
after this chill),  so it was like a puzzle of 
figure out what enemy to gang up on 
and knock out first. Thanfully the 
dodge-tank was as dodge-savvy as you 
said, so my few mistakes did not cause a 
massive mishap. Especially with how 
positioning helps with odds and 
ganking helps lock down enemies when 
used correctly, i think I really wouldn't 

have a need to play this less randomly... 
though maybe it could use more! You 
know, I think if FP regen was random-
ised a bit and maybe characters (espe-
cially enemies) could have bursts of FP 
regen randomly when their turns came, 
the game could become so much more 
dynamic. Not bragging but, I barely had 
to space or pause my chars march while 
the poor enemy units at multiple points 
had to stop for a turn to let their fp cool 

down a bit, which only gave me more 
chance to surround them and kick the 
value up again 

-understanding of game mechanics 
made making enemy helpless easy 

 

-making inter-combat mechanics more 
randomised could help with engaged 

(FEH) a bit. Like sure, with lots of 
modular abilities to both the enemies 
and allies and from a first glance proba-
bly also an ability to just make/build 
more characters and experiment with 
them as well, the dullness would be less, 
but here in this test it was just trying to 
figure out what the solution to the puz-

zle you gave me, or rather made was, as 
if my previous guess is correct you 
probably made the level's puzzle harder 
for me with a specific team, either to 
make the variety of combat mechanics 
visible to make it comparable to the 
previous games, or just to make the 
level harder cuz normally it's so easy. 
It's almost as if the previous two games 
feel open-world compared to this, if it 
makes sense. Anyways yeah, after I 

solved your little puzzle it was a breeze 
to solve, quite predictale. 

-character and enemy customisation 
decreases dullness 

 

-too small maps and character counts 
made it less replayable, linearity made it 
feel like a test 
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-locking down enemies was so fun in 
game 2, id love to have a game where 

chars had an energy bar to keep in mind 
while playing like the FP bar in game 2 

 

-variety's the spice of life no? game 2, as 
cool as it was, had very little variation in 
unit build and gameplay flexibility 
based on that like is present in the FE 

games, so stuff like wizards archers fly-
ing units, definitely should be part of 
the formula. Randomness-wise there 
should also be chance-related modifiers 
for each of these different char stereo-
types, maybe a bit similar to how armor 
knights are usually easier to hit, and 
bows are stronger against flying units in 
FE games 

 

-after seeing FEH, bigger maps would 
definitely be great. Guess that's not ex-
actly a probability thing, but it could be, 
like certain terrains making hits harder 
to land, or maybe decreasing movement 
by chance. Or no, the last one sounds 
terrible to do randomly, but you get the 
gist.   

-inter combat mechanics that add com-
plexity to combat increase engagement 

 

-combat randomness could work well in 
a game with mechanically different 
units 

 

-bigger maps allow bigger gameplay 
variation, which is good 
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Table 12: Raw Questionnaire Data for Written Questions for Participant 6 Together with Derived Codes from Said Data 
Data Extract Coded For 

I especially like it when the map/level 
is randomized 

-spatial randomisation is likable 

(SS) Nah it felt fair. The enemies could 
have a wider range of attacks I guess 

-combat chance wasn’t bad 

 

-combat chance could have been better 
with more enemy variety 

(VB) I did feel like staring at the differ-
ent percentages took up too much of 
my gameplay. The game would have 
feelt more exiting and unpredictable if 
that information was at least a little bit 

more hidden. Just by obscuring some 
of the information or having it be dis-
played in a subtler way would make it 
feel random enough. 

-mechanical visibility hampered en-
gagement 

 

(FEH) I honestly didn't realize there 
was no randomness. It was so fast 
pased I couldn't tell what was going on 

-mechanical invisibility made the game 
feel more random 

Ability to pick and choose attacks that 
are meaningfully different 

 

Ability to utilize the environment for 
strategic purposes 

 

Having diversity in properties of char-
acters 

-increased combat depth is good 

 

-environmental depth is good 

 

-inter combat unit variety is good 
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Table 13: Raw Questionnaire Data for Written Questions for Participant 7 Together with Derived Codes from Said Data 
Data Extract Coded For 

While a certain amount of randomness 
can wrok well in many games like XCOM 
for example, if I lost the feeling of control 
totally because of too much randomness, 
then it's not fun. Especially if the end 
result of the game is based on a die rill 
(in a borad game for example) then that 
usually feels bad. 

-randomness can work, but must be 
streamlined/controlled 

(SS) I did not really think about the ran-
domness as Iwas getting used to all the 
other aspects of the game, and the mis-
sion seemed easy enough anyway soy-
oucould just heal somebody if they got 
hit too much. I'd need to know the game 
better to get a feel for how the random-
ness works - I don't even know yet how 
the enemy AI works, where randomness 
can make a huge impact if the missions 
were harder. 

-chance mitigation by inter combat me-
chanic helped 

 

-randomness hard to measure because of 
lack of understanding of enemy AI, 
which can contribute to the sense of such 

(VB) As the game ad quite a complex set 
of rules without doing tutorial or such, I 
did not understand what affected ran-
domness specifically, even though of 
course things like stabbing enemies in 
the back probably affected also some 
probabilities. But that for example felt 
like the thing to do. I would have t oknow 
the game better to be able to imagine it 
without randomness and how that might 

change the experience. Again, can't tell 
because of the shallow understanding on 
the game.   

-chance mitigation felt less encouraged 
and more needed 

 

-not knowing how enemy AI works made 
going for intended solutions necessary 

(FEH) Idid not realize that there was no 
luck in the game, as I don't know the 
rules well enough. Generally I think I 
could like this sort of puzzly gameplay 
after i understood how the rules worked. 

-lack of probabilities was not apparent  

 

-more explanation resulted in under-
standing of game be more akin to a puz-
zle 

I would probably go more puzzly and 
deterministic, but add some controlled 
randomness to make situations always 
have a chance to work out well even if 
things are looking grim. (This is dis-

-positive probability would be preferred 
instead of negative 

 

-spatial randomness could help with 
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cussed by for example Markus Montola 
in his lecture about game balancing and 
the online lecture about Into The Breach 
about it's makers I believe).  

 

Point 1: Possibly generate random levels 
to create new challenges, but somehow 
try to always still reward the player even 
if the challenge turns out too hard.  

Point 2: Do what they did in Into the 
Breach and make things mostly deter-
ministic, but a little chance of getting 
lucky, without the opposite of having a 
chance to be unlucky.  

Point 3: Enough complexity to make the 
scenarios interesting without having 
mush randomness there. These points 
are not based on the three games, as I 
don't know them well enough to under-
stand the intricacies of their merits or 
problems, but more things I've played 
more of myself and learned about game 
design in general.    

longevity 

 

-failures should be rewarded 

 

-mechanical complexity should be the 
primary cause for interest, and not ran-
domness 
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Table 14: Raw Questionnaire Data for Written Questions for Participant 8 Together with Derived Codes from Said Data 
Data Extract Coded For 

Enough randomization keeps the game 

engaging and surprising in the long 
term. Yet too much randomness is away 
from the player feeling skilled, and pre-
vents skill progression to an extent. This 
depends heavily on the genre: in com-
petitive multiplayers, the opponents 
and their character/skill choices are 
usually random and unpredictable, 
which keeps the game interesting. Yet in 
PvE games, being able to learn enemy 

compositions to pass a level is part of 
learning the game. Similarly, ensuring 
cricital hits are consistent in PvP games 
is crucial to player skill (e.g. headshots 
always crit), whereas in PvE there can 
be more luck involved, as long as it's 
clearly communicated to the player. 
Because turn-based games are by nature 
more static, slow-paced and rigid, in-
troducing luck to both PvE and PvP turn 

based games makes the game more in-
teresting. 

-randomness in moderation is surpris-
ing 

 

-too much randomness takes away 
agency 

 

-randomness of live PVP comes from 
player agency, which keeps them going 

 

-turn based games have a bigger prece-
dent for randomness to disrupt mun-
daneness 

 

(SS) Not really. My character missed a 
few times in a row, but it felt expected 
given the nature of turn-based games. 
Since the game is otherwise so predicta-
ble, it might have gotten boring if it 
wasn't for an element of chance. Add an 
occasional opportunity of attack for 
both player and enemy (so a chance for 
an extra attack). 

-the otherwise simplicity of the game 
was alleviated by chance, but said 
chance didn’t feel strict enough to be 
disruptive 

 

-increased combat depth with more 
chance based mechanics could be help-
ful 

(VB) I chose suboptimal approaches for 

the fun, instead of playing the "intend-
ed" way of optimizing every move. The 
feeling of randomness sometimes came 
from the AI going for suboptimal deci-
sions - some enemies could have killed 
my heroes even quicker if they wanted 
to, but positioned awkwardly instead. 
When it comes to attacks, the hit and 
miss felt very random - but it felt some-
what equal across enemy and player 

-AI priorities added randomness 

 

-hit and miss felt very random, but 
equally so, and so wasn’t disruptive 
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attacks so it didn't bother me too much. 
I wouldn't. 

(FEH) Since the test only included one 
short level, it was hard to say. It was 

certainly quick to learn from one's own 
mistakes thanks to the predictability. 
Yet it felt more like a puzzle game com-
pared to others. In the long run (if the 
game wouldn't have any element of ran-
domness to it), it would definitely feel 
like a puzzle game instead of a turn-
based tactics game, as you don't have to 
use any "tactics" to account for random 
chances. 

-the predictability made it feel like a 
puzzle 

 

-tactics is taking into account random-
ness and preparing for adverse situa-
tions 

- Attack stages (miss, hit, crit) for player 

- Attack stages for enemy (miss, hit, crit) 

- Randomized enemy compositions 

-enemy randomness could help 

 

-mirrored chance system in  combat 
could help  
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Table 15: Raw Questionnaire Data for Written Questions for Participant 9 Together with Derived Codes from Said Data 
Data Extract Coded For 

In my opinion randomisation needs to 
be founded on concepts and explana-
tions that are consistent and/or make 

sense in the story context. Say someone 
twists physics but they are an omnipo-
tent wizard? Nice! Great surprise! 
Combination of scripted and random-
ised surprises is probably most to my 
liking as it transcends a strict intended 
narrative. 

-randomness should be consistent and 
make sense in context 

 

-randomness that is scripted is surpris-
ing and nice 

(SS) BNo, i fell the randomness fit the 
story and added to the suspense. AI 
was a bit predictable, but that is part of 
the genre and intended difficulty of the 
level in question. 

-randomness felt appropriate, if predict-
able 

(VB) No, because I can change my own 
approach to how I choose to play com-

bat cheese. I liked the scripted surpris-
ing stuff and reactions, I wish there had 
been more of it. 

-unexpected scripted events added to 
the experience 

 

-controlled randomness with an ability 
to opt in and out felt fair 

(FEH) Not in the three round quick 
challenge, no. Rather it made it feel like 
a clear set of rules to play a quick chal-
lenge on. 

-the quickness helped the game not feel 
predictable 

 

-felt like a quick challenge 

1.Clearly visualised chance rates to 
highlight randomness and enemies 
ability to counter you without directly 
telling you how they would do it. 

 2. Multiple individual rock paper scis-
sors mechanics to bring flavour into 
gearing up for battle and choosing your 
unit matchups.  

3.  Potential for multiple-enemy 
takedowns and clear ways of visualising 
the paths of enemies or successions 
resulting from them. Known to player 

-randomness, when present should be 
clear and visible, both on the giving and 
receiving side 

 

-unit depth would help with feeling tac-
tical 

 

-ability to extend beyond  immediately 
visible consequences 
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vs perceived secrets vs actual secrets. -real and perceived randomness/secrets 
combined would be good 
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Table 16: Raw Questionnaire Data for Written Questions for Participant 10 Together with Derived Codes from Said Data 
Data Extract Coded For 

Map item randomness -spatial randomness is good 

 

-reward randomness is good 

(SS) No, it was pretty good. I wouldn't 
play it without the randomness factor, 
as it worked heavily in my favor. :) Mak-
ing the starting points random might be 
interesting. 

-combat chances working in players 
favour helped the experience 

 

-spatial randomness would be interest-
ing 

(VB) I did not feel like cheesing the 
game, but the positioning system was 

rather annoying for gameplay. I would-
n't add more randomness, I would re-
duce it. 

-chance mitigation felt clunky, too ef-
fortful 

 

-less combat randomness is good 

(FEH) Not really, since the movement 
of the NPC's were a bit random in every 
round. 

-mechanical depth added feeling of ran-
domness 

Type advantages (Water beats fire, 
earth beats water etc.) 

 

Crit chance/Hit chance (Not that much, 
just as a flavor like DOS2) 

 

Weapon types (Spear has longer range, 
arrow has long range but cant defend 
from melee, daggers can backstab but 

from the front they are weak, swords 
perform well overall etc.) 

-unit based and environment based 
depth would be good 

 

-combat randomness could be good if 
not in focus 
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Table 17: Raw Questionnaire Data for Written Questions for Participant 11 Together with Derived Codes from Said Data 
Data Extract Coded For 

Games have a weird habit of making 
things look random when not, or making 
choices seem significant when not. While 
not sustainable, good for first times 
shocks and discovery surprises. If riddled 
in with real chance and actual choices 
finding out which is which takes time and 
repetition, which is good for replayability 

-figuring out what is random and what is 
not is exciting/engaging 

(SS) felt too simple. If enemies had more 
weapons to cycle through, like if the 
zombie spat at you instead of clawing it 
could have added to unpredictability 
without really making the player feel bad 
for failing bad odds. Could even be cooler 
if the spit had a low chance to do damage 
over time with poison or something 

-randomness felt unimportant with shal-
low/simple combat 

(VB) no cheesing needed, especially since 
the enemies also backstabbed me to their 
hearts content. Very funny actually how 
without outside intervention the best 
strategy to fghgt is doing Loop-the-Loops 
behind each other every turn. Maybe if 
everyone had more AP so they could easi-
ly also move after a fight the map would 
feel more random because eof enemy AI  

-mirrored chance mitigation is memora-
ble 

 

-mirrored heightened abilities/reach 
would add a feeling of randomness  

(FEH) felt random with all the pluses and 
minuses I got to my stats every turn, 
would be very nice if there was an expla-
nation for it so maybe I could plan for it 
better 

-behind the scenes setup felt too out of 
reach and so felt random 

-the plus minus situation in the third 
game really soured my randomness opin-
ion even now that I know its based on 
passive abilities and positioning, but in a 
way it is good “random feeling unran-
domness” maybe if the plus minuses 
were separated with glowing shapes of 
abilities to give a clearer battle forecast 
that coul have increased clarity 

-second game had lots of weapon variety 
but the AI seemed to be very one sided on 
what they choose for their attacks, possi-
bly cuz it was mostly a numbers game to 

-better UI visibility/explanation in ran-
domness forecast would be good 

 

-depth in combat and characters would 
be good 

 

-combat randomness having better tac-
tile feedback could make it feel better 
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decide what to use, if say, attacks had 
more properties besides chance damage 
and energy usage, and did things such as 
push and pulls, status effects, reach, or 
initiative differences, and if the enemy 
also knew and used them, that would 
deepen the gamplay a lot 

-2nd game looked the fanciest by far, but 
also ran very slow with its animations 
whereas the third one was very very fast 
with no visuals to go along with it- I think 
chance or not, having cool visuals, but 
also fast play speed would help.  Would 
be even cooler if hits and crits had differ-
ent animations for example. Would make 
a success or failure feel more weight even 
if not you are not the primary reason - 
game magic! 
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Table 18: Raw Questionnaire Data for Written Questions for Participant 12 Together with Derived Codes from Said Data 
Data Extract Coded For 

I’m good with whatever  -no preference or dis-preference for 
randomness 

(SS) was simple enough, no need to 
change much about the probabilities. I 
did see how the sword vs. axe combat 

was spicier than the zombie and eye 
fights, wish that was more common  

-simple combat chance was adequate, 
but having further mechanical depth 
would help make it better  

(VB) gameplay felt solid, not cheaty or 
cheesy, but I did feel the game was go-
ing a bit easy on me. the animations 
took very long, and because I also 
played slow, took very long- sure it 
didn’t end bad but would be more en-
gaging to watch if attacks and move-
ment were quick and snappy like the 
previous game. No crits either, there 
really is no need to show each slash and 

thrust so detailed. Now if there was a 
moment of stand-off like in cowboy 
movies and that resulted in a quick 
combat sequence that could or could not 
result in a bigger hit, and the bigger the 
hit was the flashier it looked, that could 
be exciting 

-visuals could be used to control player 
expectations and keep retention 

 

-chance mitigation felt fair, wasn’t very 
attention catching 

(FEH) the map was too small to feel the 
gameplay get predictable, I’m not sure if 
the puzzle-like wonder would have 
stayed in a longer map, or between dif-
ferent maps  

-map too small to feel predictable 

 

-reaching a solution felt like solving a 
puzzle 

1) Where combat has more ins and outs, 
having your units be randomised every 
map could add some unexpected high 
stakes and limitations to the gameplay, 
it would mean you have to keep all your 
units well levelled up and stuff too, so I 
think that would be another layer of 
strategy to the game 

2) the small map in the last game made 
it hard to get used to whatever was hap-
pening, but also claustrophobic due to 

-unit randomness could increase player 
retention 

 

-larger maps where player is encour-
aged to take defensive positions could 
increase retention 

 

-more unit/combat depth could make it 
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how tight everything was. A larger map 
with faster enemies could add a sense of 

dread and expection, and let the player 
prepare their tactics while the enemy 
came closer, somewhat like how the 
enemy tried to sandwich you by the 
bridge in the second game 

3) more wepon triangles! Or weapon 
squares or pentagons! Pentagons laced 
with pentagrams even! It would be so 
much exciting if the axe- sword-spear 
triangle from the first game was there, 
but also a lot more complicated, like the 
unit balances in games like age of em-
pires    

more exciting 
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Table 19: Raw Questionnaire Data for Written Questions for Participant 13 Together with Derived Codes from Said Data 
Data Extract Coded For 

I like being surprised as much as the next 

person, but I think it is somewhat relaxing 

to be able to see and understand the kit of 

all my opponents in a game scenario, a com-

fort rarely available in real life scenarios 

-randomness is acceptable while enemy 
capabilities are visible 

(SS) The thief guy dying to a skeleton hit-

ting a critical was a bit frustrating, I thought 

even with abig hit he could survive a bit 

further. The critical hitting for 3x damage 

felt a bit unfair that’ so much damage. And 

here I thought a thief would be better at 

doing exactly that. I think I would make 

everyone a little bit beefier, more HP and all 

and maybe give the player less enemies 

because of that, that way even with a critical 

hit you could survive, but still be able to see 

the cool attack happen  

-combat randomness felt frustrating 
when compounded by big effect 

 

-more resistance to adverse effects of 
probability might help with the experi-
ence 

(VB) Opposite of the previous game in some 

ways, the game did not feel cheesy but too 

streamlined maybe? Not too sure as it was 

only ne map of course but no flashy critical 

attacks like the previous game, and the units 

are maybe a bit too tanky this time around? 

I wish more of my units hits were as big and 

strong as the green guy’s was 

-chance mitigation made game too pre-
dictable 

 

-big health pools added to the dullness, 
more unit power could have helped 

(FEH) felt maybe a bit too doctored? This 

was a mobile game after all, I was expecting 

random enemies or loot or something, this 

was unexpectedly straightforward, but no, 

even now it didn’t feel too dull, but I bet 

that’s because I’m new to it. I did like the 

blue guy in the back moving behind his al-

lies to keep away from me, felt smarter than 

most other computer units in all other 

games  so far 

-complex feeling AI gave depth to 
gameplay 

 

-seeming mechanical complexity pre-
vented loss of attention 

-what if the combat forecast lied? Maybe it 

showed a certain hit percentage but worked 

on another, or if there was a chance for 

combat to keep going and not end after 2 

hits? Doesn’t have to be random, but could 

feell that way if player didn’t fully under-

stand or didn’t pay attention to mechanics 

 

-misleading combat probabilities might 
make it more engaging if said probabili-
ties weren’t immediately fatal 

 

-longer uninterrupted battles could help 
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-combat could interact with the environ-

ment, like if an enemy electrified you and 

you were on a water tile you could take extra 

damage, or maybe damage everyone else 

around you in a radius if they are also wet 

 

-detectable ambushes would be exciting: 

AoE 4 has these sparse forest areas where 

you cannot see the inside of them unless 

you go inside them, which is a great method 

both for the enemy to ambush you and the 

other way around, there could be different 

variations of this, with different effect sever-

ities and accessibilities, it could make those 

surprise enemies that appeated in the first 

game be much more engaging, especially if 

for example you had ambush bonuses if you 

found their ambush spots before they could 

attack you first  

-environmental depth could help com-
bat feel deeper 

 

- environments open to investigation 
could improve retention with discovery 
and rewards 
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Table 20: Raw Questionnaire Data for Written Questions for Participant 14 Together with Derived Codes from Said Data 
Data Extract Coded For 

Randomness is usually distracting, and 

feels like something to either make me 
feel better about my mediocrity, or to 
mess me up unfairly 

-randomness feels like negative or posi-

tive artificial difficulty scaling, distract-
ing 

(SS) Quite dull, nothing destructive a 
about the RNG, was quite forgiving, and 
I almost acted as if it wasn’t there. But 
the game was so stripped down if you 
took away the RNG it would essentially 
become a 1st grade undergrad group 
project 

-mechanics are dull and RNG is lenient 
enough to ignore 

(VB) Cheesing would be inaccurate. I 
had the same tools as my opponent did, 
which is fair and good. Also good that I 
could reduce the pesky hit system’s 

weight with good positioning rewards 
me for good gameplay. If only the AI 
wasn’t a bore, half the time stopping for 
a turn instead of pressing on, despite 
the best solution being quite obvious  

-chance mitigation feels rewarding 

 

-AI self-preservation is seen as incom-
petence 

(FEH) Passive bonuses were interesting 
and kept the challenge from getting 
dull. Makes it accessible that you can 
still brute force your way through the 
challenge without fully understanding 
the passives, but I feel it would get pret-

ty boring after a while. So I do like that 
they went for “variety and depth as a 
means of challenge” route instead of 
anything else 

-unit build depth is interesting 

 

-lack of randomness means they had to 

find an alternative means of creating 
challenge, and found one successfully 
with unit variety  

Changing maps (eg. Dunes shift under 
you every turn and change stuff) 

More competent enemies (more powers, 
or rather a wider range of them should 
suffice) 

Locational and item based bonuses that 
work in tandem, nothing random  

-environment randomisation (apparent 
or real) could help 

 

-AI power, range and flexibility increas-
ing could help 

 

-location and unit based bonuses could 
replace any randomness equivalents 

 


